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Re: Request for Information About Rural Priorities- Response Needed
Radical Marijuana <info@marijuanaparty.ca>
Wed 2019-03-27 2@16 AM
To: Canadian Rural Revitalization Foundation <crrf-fcrr@live.com>

Encore!

& another typographical error
was corrected in this version ...

... considering the needs of rural Canadians?
Better understanding of the history of hemp assists with understanding how the
centralization of political power through the long history of Globalized Neolithic
Civilization became based on increasingly integrated and sophisticated slavery
systems, which benefited those towards the top and center of those social
pyramid systems, while screwing everyone else in proportion to the degree to
which they were towards the bottom and periphery.
It was BECAUSE hemp is the single best plant for people, for food, fiber, fun
and medicine, that for decade after decade laws became based on the Huge
Lies that "marijuana was almost as bad as murder, since marijuana was falsely
asserted to be an addictive narcotic that drove people insane and killed them."
The actual history of hemp in Canada started with that being an important crop,
whose cultivation was subsidized and encouraged by governments. However,
after Huge Lies regarding marijuana were popularized by the mass media as well
as adopted by politicians, in the 1930s cannabis was completely criminalized, and
so, cannabis cultivation in rural Canada was outlawed (while the government of
Canada then paid compensation to the farmers that the government had
originally subsidized, and so encouraged, after those farmers were forced out of
what had suddenly become an illegal business.)
The first experimental industrial hemp crops were allowed in 1994, then the first
re-legalized commercial hemp cultivation was allowed in 1998. However, that
industry suffered from persisting consequences of the previous decades of
complete criminalization. Moreover, the current kinds of bogus "legalization" are
still based on compromises with the same old Huge Lies, rather than forthright
admissions that the marijuana laws were always based on Huge Lies. Therefore,
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that kind of bogus "legalization" is NOT genuinely doing what it should do, which
is return cannabis to being a better direct source of wealth for people living in
rural areas. Rather, that kind of bogus "legalization" is still operating through the
same slavery systems, whereby the urban areas have the political power to
influence governments to develop ridiculously restrictive regulations, which end
up actually perpetuating the class warfare, some of whose manifestations
operate through the rural/urban split.
The Web site of Canadian Rural Revitalization Foundation (CRRF) www.crrf.ca
featured a link to an article titled What's killing rural Canada
https://www.macleans.ca/killing-rural-canada/ ... while factually correct, such an
article does not get remotely close to doing deeper analysis of the ways in which
Canada is a small component of Globalized Neolithic Civilization, whereby similar
patterns in similar social pyramid systems of power and privilege based upon
governments enforcing frauds are found to be painfully obvious everywhere
one examines.
That tragic trajectory provides no good grounds to expect that there actually will
be any significant "Rural Revitalization." Rather, the vicious feedback spirals of
the funding of the political processes are practically guaranteed in the
foreseeable finite future to continue to enable enforced frauds to become about
exponentially more fraudulent, one of the symptoms of which will surely be the
on-going destruction of the quality of life of rural people.
Again, consider how the bogus "legalization" of cannabis in Canada was
deliberately designed to end up with a few big corporations, owned by bigger
corporations, controlling "Canadian" cannabis, as that newly "legalized" industry
rapidly recapitulated the patterns of social facts everywhere else throughout the
Canadian political economy. Hence, rural people in Canada are still grossly
disadvantaged, while there are no solid reasons to expect that to ever be
ameliorated. Hemp which should be a source of wealth for everyone, after
decades of criminalization is being "legalized" in ways which will be a source of
wealth for big corporations, that are definitely NOT owned or controlled by rural
people.
P.S.
If any of your readers are interested in learning more of the deeper causes of
those developments, I recommend looking at my collection of Excellent Videos
on Money Systems.
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